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The Negro In International Affairs-

Prospects For The Future*

by

George L-P Weaver

I am deeply appreciative of the honor you bestow on me by your
invitation to address the Savannah State College Chapter of the

NAACP All-College Assembly.

It is a particular pleasure for me to be able to talk to you at this

time in your career. Many of you are completing your formal educa-
tion this year and are preparing to go out into the world and find

your places in the working population of this country.

Today, thanks largely to your generation's efforts, which have
resulted in the passage of various civil and voting rights acts, you
stand on the threshold of expanding opportunity greater than your
predecessors.

The late President Franklin D. Roosevelt, in his last words, wrote

:

"The only limit to our realization of tomorrow will be our doubts of

today."

This thought applies to you with more validity than to any preced-

ing generation.

Many of you will shortly be leaving the academic world for another

world with added pressures and competition. You will find your-

selves in the midst of a sometimes bewildering, often frustrating, al-

ways challenging world of change.

The presiding fact of our life is change — accelerated change. It

is a time of technology triumphant, of exploding populations where
maps change as fast as women's fashions and where continents are

now closer together in time than county seats were yesterday.

This fact, compounded by the discoveries of the scientific age, has
turned topsy-turvy our traditional relationships with other peoples,

other lands.

Implicit with the fact of change is the necessity for constructive

response. This is especially true in the crucial field of international

affairs.

The traditional diplomat of yesterday is as outdated as the sailing

ship of old. He may have cut a handsome jib like our clipper ships

of the last century, but he can no more represent America today than

sailing ships can compete with nuclear vessels.

What kind of diplomat should speak for the America of today?

First, let us see to whom we are speaking.

*Address on the occasion of the SSC, NAACP all College Assembly, March
25, 1966.
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We are speaking to a world in the throes of social, economic, politi-

cal and ideological change and revolt.

We are speaking to people weighted by centuries of poverty,

ignorance, disease and neglect.

We are speaking to people either freshly emerged, or still struggling

from the oppression of colonial rule.

We are speaking to people demanding national identification, in-

sisting on self-expression, determined to quench the thirst of centuries

of unfulfillment.

We are speaking to people who, with all these desires and yearnings,

frequently do not know the way, who often lack experience.

We are speaking to people whose attention is wooed by totalitarian

states who hope to capitalize on their aspirations and their urgent

needs.

Who, then, should speak for America?

Those who can speak with a creditable voice, who speak from the

depths of their own experience, who can relate to others their own
personal and group struggles from darkness into dawn.

Those who speak for America, whose task it is to communicate to

others the essence of freedom, the democratic experience, must do
so not merely with a cold intellectuality, no matter how brilliant, but

with warmth, empathy, identification.

And what group of Americans today possess better credentials for

this than those who have experienced the great civil rights struggles

in our land during the past few years?

Those who have yearned for their rights, and have struggled for

their rights, by the very nature of their experience, possess a unique

quality of understanding and identification with the yearnings of

others that will cause them to be listened to, and respected, in the

far corners of the world.

The continuing drive toward the realization of full human rights

in the United States has had many positive aspects. One of these

important aspects is that it has endowed America with a voice that

will be listened to in the color-conscious worlds of Asia and Africa.

Our country is the only one in the world with a large group of

citizens of African, Latin and European origin, providing us with

an understanding which gives us a magnificent opportunity for useful

service in all corners of the earth as representatives of the United

States Government.

In the past, the spectre of discrimination in our government gave

reason to discourage young Negroes from preparing themselves for

positions in the international field. Today, that spectre has consider-

ably diminished. Today, as a result, the most important limitation of

opportunities for the Negro in international work is the limitation he
sets for himself.
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Since 1961, the number of Negroes holding responsible professional

positions in the State Department and in the Foreign Service has
increased by 211 percent - an increase in responsible positions as

well as numbers.

Opportunities for well-trained Negroes, at home and abroad, are

also available through such private organizations as the Rockefeller

Brothers Fund, the Ford Foundation and the African-American In-

stitute.

In addition, the opportunities for qualified Negroes in the De-
partment of State, in the international offices and bureaus of other

Departments, and in the United Nations and its specialized Agencies
such as the International Labor Organization, the Food and Agricul-

tural Organization, the UNESCO, to mention but a few, are un-

precedented.

In recent years, a new dimension has been added to the conduct
of our foreign affairs wherein the expertise of our domestic agencies,

such as the Labor Department and Health, Education and Welfare
are being drawn upon to bolster and enrich the conduct of U. S.

foreign policy. Thus there are excellent opportunities in some of the

domestic agencies for trained young Negroes to become involved in

international affairs.

Indeed, the problem now is not to find important jobs in the

international field for Negroes, but rather to find qualified Negroes
for important international jobs.

The gates are open; the jobs are there. Now the burden is shifting

to the shoulders of the Negro to properly prepare himself to fulfill

the positions of responsibility available to him.

I am frequently asked to explain specifically what type of training

is needed to prepare a person for work in the international field. I

would say that, first and foremost, a good general education is needed,

including emphasis in written and spoken English. It is important to

have a good background in sociology, anthropology, history, gov-

ernment, geography, economics and administration.

But, as I indicated, the greatest weight should be given to English.

This is the most important skill in the arsenal of a Foreign Service Of-
ficer, for he must be able to communicate and, above all, able to

write clearly and succinctly. He will find that a great proportion of

his career is spent writing and sending dispatches.

In addition, we live in an age of growing specialization. So in order

to assure advancement in the foreign field, I would advise a young
person to become thoroughly adept in the fields of history, govern-

ment and economics.

And so that need is there to communicate the experiences and
philosophy of this country in various parts of the world. Today, for

example, the most important message that challenges the skill of

Foreign Service Officers is how to communicate America's position

on Vietnam.
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I fear there is altogether too much heat and not enough light on
the subject of why the United States is committed to the assistance

of South Vietnam. May I take a moment to review recent history in

order to put this issue in proper perspective.

The World War II alliance which included Russia which defeated

the Axis powers was abruptly shattered by Soviet expansionist moves
immediately after the war. The first major test came in Iran. It had
been agreed that Allied troops would be withdrawn from that country

shortly after the war was ended. The Soviet Union, however, refused

to remove her troops from that country until, under firm pressure by
the United States through the United Nations she grudgingly did so.

Then, in the unforgettable words of Winston Churchill, "from
Trieste in the Adriatic, to Stettin, in the Baltic, an iron curtain . . .

descended across the Continent." Nations fell, one by one, to Com-
munist coups—Poland, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Al-

bania, Bulgaria, Estonia, Lativa, Lithuania, Rumania. The Cold
War was upon us.

The United States Government, under the leadership of President

Harry Truman, in 1947 set a basic standard of American foreign

policy which, essentially, has been followed to this day:

"It must be the policy of the United States," said President Tru-

man, "to support free peoples who are resisting attempted subjuga-

tion by armed minorities or by outside pressures."

This was the policy that resulted in our country giving aid to

Greece and Turkey in 1947, thus preventing a communist take-over

in those countries.

This was the policy behind the Marshall Plan - a program of eco-

nomic aid resulting in the rebuilding of war-shattered Europe.

This was the policy that resulted in our country's magnificent feat

of supplying West Berlin by an enormous airlift during the bitter

months of the Berlin Blockade imposed by the Communists in 1948.

This was the policy that resulted in our country taking the lead

in the defense of the Republic of Korea after it was overrun by the

Communist forces in 1950.

This is the base of the policy of granting aid and technical assistance

to many Latin American countries under the banner of the Alliance

for Progress.

And, this is the foundation of the policy that results in our support

for the free people of South Vietnam in their struggle to halt aggres-

sion from the North.

This policy was the basis of the statement by President Eisenhower,

in a letter to Prime Minister Winston Churchill in 1954, that "the

imposition on Southeast Asia of the political system of (the) Com-
munist Chinese ... by whatever means, would be a grave threat to

the whole free community, and ... in our view this possibility should

now be met by united action and not passively accepted ..."
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This policy was the basis of President Kennedy's position when, in

1961, he wrote the President of South Vietnam: "The United States,

like the Republic of Vietnam, remains devoted to the cause of peace
and our primary purpose is to help your people maintain their in-

dependence. If the Communist authorities in North Vietnam will

stop their campaign to destroy the Republic of Vietnam, the measures
we are taking to assist your defense efforts will no longer be neces-

sary."

And, finally, this policy was the basis of our current position in

Vietnam, as enunciated so often and so clearly by President Johnson:

"We do not seek the destruction of any government," President

Johnson has said, "nor do we covet a foot of any territory, but we
insist, and we shall always insist, that the people of South Vietnam
shall have the right of choice, the right to shape their own destiny

in free elections in the South, or throughout all Vietnam under inter-

national supervision. And they shall not have any government im-

posed upon them by force and terror so long as we can prevent it."

So this policy of "support for free peoples resisting attempted sub-

jugation by armed minorities and outside pressures" proved valid

for Europe. It is equally valid for Asia. And accepting its validity, as

the American People have confirmed from time to time, we need but

ask ourselves what else can we do to enforce this policy?

So, this is why we are in Vietnam. This is the message to reiterate

to the world — especially, as I mentioned before, to the color-con-

scious worlds of Asia and Africa. It is a message that bright, articulate

young Negro Americans can successfully convey in behalf of the

United States Government.

During an earlier troubled period in the life of this Republic,

Thomas Paine described the times as being of the sort that try men's
souls.

Today, as in times past, we are going through a form of national

recommitment testing again our wisdom, fortitude and perseverance.

Time and time again in recent months, President Johnson has

reminded us of our national commitment in South Vietnam. This is

literally a holy trust to him, for implicit in the U. S. commitment
to South Vietnam is not only a guarantee to that embattled land

but to all embattled peoples who struggle against communist sub-

version and aggression, and who yearn to be free.

Almost two centuries ago Thomas Paine wrote of the American
colonies: "We fight not to enslave, but to set a country free."

This is the task before us. There is no greater challenge than to

strive for peace, freedom, and social and economic justice. For those

of you who are active seekers after this goal, I urge you to equip

yourself for service in behalf of your country, and in behalf of a

humanity sorely in need of the type of strength, idealism and devotion

to justice than you can bring to such endeavors.
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